SCOUT AND VIDEO ANALYSIS
FOR YOUR NEEDS

LITE VERSION AVAILABLE NOW!

To satisfy all your needs for scout and video analysis
Data Volley 4 is the scout software that you can customize based
on your need and ability: you can focus on few key data, or you can
scout all the skills, to analyze every possible perspective of the
game.
Data Volley 4 is:
Complete - Because now video analysis is integrated. In addition to the scout, you also have the video analysis, in order
not to miss a single detail of the game and to link to the statistics a visual feedback.
Customizable - Custom data analysis as needed. The data processing possibilities are endless and it’s possible to differentiate the analysis by recipient, inserting in the study only the required items.
Essential - During training where the collected data may be used to study athletes' efficiency and their evolution over
time, in order to prepare exercises aimed at improving performance.

- Scout in real time: Watch the rally
and type the codes on the keyboard.
Data Volley 4 allows you to keep track
of both teams and every contact in real
time during a point.
- Video integration: Video Analysis is
included. It is possible to synchronize
the scout, to capture the match and
transmit it to the benches in real time.
Thanks to the rallies search, you can
also export video and clips.
- Modify the codes: You can edit data
anytime. By double-clicking on a code
you can modify it making corrections
and adding advanced information such
as zones, setter calls, attack
combinations, etc.
- Basic analysis: For beginners, even
when scouting only basic codes, you
can record the information needed
accessing to detailed analysis of those
skills organized by player&rotation.
- Directions analysis: Entering the
starting or landing zone of the ball while
coding or drawing the trajectory of the

ball directly on the court allows to
understand ball directions.
- Zone analysis: Evaluate the scouted
skills according to the zone where they
are performed, it allows to know where
you can have the best results.
- Effects analysis: You can see the
results of the most recent contacts,
organized by player and skill. Allowing
you to track each player’s performance
trends for each skill.
- Client features: Many additional
features are available for the staff
during and after the match. The Web
Client App allows to communicate with
the bench and the media. By creating a
local network it’s possible to share the
collected data in real time, to capture
the video and then transmit it to the
bench.
The Client displays analysis already
stored in the software, as well as it
allows to create new analysis with no
restriction. It also allows to play live
video streaming.

Visit our website www.dataproject.com
email to info@dataproject.com

The Reader allows to use Data Volley 4
features even without the Key, while
with the Player App you can watch
again different game situation.
- Data Volley LITE: Now the software
is also available in the LITE version.
Many of Data Volley 4 features, at a low
cost! Take a look at the comparative chart
to find out main services included. Go to
dataproject.com for the complete chart.
is also
E-SCORESHEET
The electronic report officially used by FIVB,
CEV and many League and Federations
LITESCORE
The portable scoreboard for all needs, from
gaming to training
CLICK&SCOUT
The new frontier in the scouting world for
tablet Android,iOS; Windows and Mac OS
DATA VIDEO ESSENTIAL
The video analysis software for the
complete synthesis of the rotations
VOLLEYBOARD
The software used to manage multimedia
sporting events

FEATURES COMPLETE COMPARISON CHART
PROFESSIONAL

LITE

€799

€299





PRICE
Annual License
VIDEO BREAKDOWN
Import and synchronize
Capture - Streaming



DATA GATHERING
Offline - Online Calendar
Export scouting format dv4, 2007









Export scouting format dv2 - vis



Extended code - Custom code



DATA ANALYSIS
Player/Skill/Rotation Analysis





Zone/Direction Chart





General stats - Point





Combination Analysis





Setter calls distribution







VIDEO ANALYSIS
Free search
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Statistics - Rotations Search
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Search - Video exportation
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Statistics - Rotations Search



Advanced search



CLIENT
Web Client App



Client (no Key)



Reader



Player App



LICENZA
USB Key Protection

M

Multiple Matches at the same time
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Only valid for one match at a time
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